PAYMENT PROCESSING WITH AFFORDABLE PRICING

Fast, secure, and
affordable payment
processing tailored-made
for the public sector.

Thentia Cloud Payments is an industry-leading
payment processing solution that helps regulators
and government organizations save money,
eliminate cumbersome processes, and capture
more revenue.
Thentia Cloud Payments enables our customers to
service their end users at a significantly lower cost
compared to other leading payment providers,
saving you both valuable time and money.

We don’t charge our customers
expensive service fees. It’s that simple.
Competitive Pricing
Costly convenience fees add up fast making it
expensive to accept payments online. Affordable
pricing is the cornerstone of our business.

Superior Customer Support
We take the complexity out of the setup process.
With Thentia Cloud Payments, it’s fast and easy to
setup your business and start processing payments.

Fast & Stress-Free Setup
With Thentia Cloud Payments, you get all the support
you need in one place, whenever you need it, with
people who understand your business.

Advanced Security Safeguards
We deploy rigorous fraud mitigation and security
measures to protect your organization, customers,
stakeholders, and data.

Payment processing
solutions to help
public sector
organizations focus
on the important
work they do.
Thentia Cloud Payments accepts all
major credit cards, debit cards, and
mobile wallets, as well as international
cards and dozens of other payment
methods. Our fees start at as little as
2.65% per transaction, with no setup
fees or convenience fees charged back
to citizens.
Securely accept payments from
anywhere: online, over the phone, or
in person
Accept all major credit cards, debit
cards, ACH, and mobile wallets
Point-of-sales terminals to process
payments in person
Fraud mitigation and encryption
tools to protect your organization
and your customers
Customizable invoices & printed or
digital receipts for your customers
Comprehensive reports

FAST, SECURE & RELIABLE PAYMENT PROCESSING

Learn how Thentia Cloud
Payments can help
your business.
Reduction in Costs

Improved Citizen Experience

Reduction in Manual Processes

Thentia Cloud Payments was designed
to save you and your customers money,
with low rates and no expensive fees.

Thentia Cloud Payments makes it fast,
easy, and affordable for your
constituents to make payments online.

Thentia Cloud Payments reduces the
need for manual processes as well as
third-party integrations, saving you
valuable time.

Flexible contracts and pricing
Rates starting as low as 2.65%
Affordable all-in-one solution that
eliminates the need for multiple
different solutions and integrations
No expensive customization work
required

User-friendly system allows
citizens to quickly and easily make
payments online

Eliminate or reduce check payments
and collect payments online or over
the phone

Customers can access invoices and
payment history records with ease

Digitize your payment processes
and collect payments at a faster
speed

No re-directs to third-party
payment processing websites

Easily issue invoices and 		
receipts online

Intuitive and easy to navigate
No expensive fees charged back to
your customers

DEEP PUBLIC SECTOR EXPERIENCE YOU CAN RELY ON

We’re your trusted
partners in government
technology and
regulation worldwide.

Eliminate time-consuming
spreadsheet exports with improved
reporting capabilities

Thentia Cloud Payments was developed by the
creators of Thentia Cloud, an industry-leading,
end-to-end Google Cloud platform built for
regulators, by regulators. With more than 7.5
million active licensees on its platform, Thentia
Cloud helps regulators simplify, automate, and
centralize all critical regulatory functions to save
them time and money.
thentiapayments.com
sales@thentia.com

